Wide band-gap seismic metastructures
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

Metamaterials exploit local resonances to reflect acoustic signals with wavelengths well above the characteristic size of the material’s structure. This has allowed obtaining materials that present low-frequency (albeit narrow) band gaps or devices for optical and acoustic cloaking. In this work, we propose to use an array of resonating structures (herein termed a “metastructure”) buried around sensitive buildings to control the propagation of seismic waves. These seismic metastructures consist of arrays of cylindrical tubes containing a resonator suspended by soft bearings. To obtain broadband attenuation characteristics, each resonator in the array is designed to exhibit a different eigenfrequency. We study the response of these systems using numerical analysis and scaled (1:30) experiments. We target wave mitigation in the infrasound regime (1–10 Hz), a range of frequencies relevant for the protection of large buildings.

1. Introduction

The ability to direct the propagation of mechanical waves and to control the transmission spectrum of materials is essential in many engineering applications, ranging...
from thermoelectrics [1] to sound absorption [2]. Phononic crystals and metamaterials are engineered materials that derive their fundamental properties from the geometry of their structural building blocks, rather than their constituting materials. Phononic crystals rely on the presence of periodicity in their structure, to induce Bragg scattering effects and create band gaps that yield reflections at selected frequency ranges [3]. The first experimental realization of phononic crystals demonstrated the attenuation of sound waves in the audible frequency range by a sculpture [4]. Metamaterials exploit the coupling between propagating waves and local resonances to prevent the propagation of waves at frequencies near resonances. The first realization of metamaterials demonstrated the ability to control electromagnetic waves below the materials’ fundamental diffraction limit [5,6]. More recently, research on metamaterials was extended to the design of materials able to control elastic waves, targeting ultrasonic applications in acoustic imaging [7] and acoustic cloaking devices [8,9]. At smaller scales, advances in micro/nanofabrication techniques have allowed the use of metamaterials to control heat by altering high frequency (THz) phonons [10–13]. At very large scales, phononic crystals and metamaterials have been suggested for protecting civil infrastructures from impacts and seismic threats [14–16].

One of the advantages of metamaterials, as compared to phononic crystals, is that metamaterials do not rely on structural periodicity to reflect acoustic waves, and their characteristic sizes can be below the wavelengths of interest. This is particularly relevant for structures that target the reflection of very low frequency waves, for which the use of phononic crystals would require impractical, large structures. This makes metamaterials particularly interesting in civil engineering application, for example, to shield buildings and civil infrastructures from natural or man-made earthquakes. In these problems, protective materials should be scaled to respond to bulk and surface waves at very low frequencies (1–10 Hz) and large amplitude [17]. These low frequencies (i.e., large wavelengths) cannot be controlled by phononic crystals because their size being directly proportional to the wavelength. Being able to design protective structures with characteristic sizes below the natural wavelength makes their fabrication and use accessible with existing construction technologies. Most studies on seismic metamaterials have been theoretical and numerical, and focused on shielding surface waves. Brulé et al. [18] conducted real-size experiments on a seismic phononic crystal consisting of an array of cylindrical holes in the ground. They demonstrated the presence of a phononic band gap around 50 Hz, which is still above the most damaging excitations in a common earthquake spectrum.

Helmholtz-like resonators were also suggested as possible elements to create a seismic shadow zone [19] and as possible solutions to transform elastic wave energy into sound and heat. More recently, an approach that consists of cycloidal resonators that decrease the amplitude of the surface response function has been proposed and analyzed numerically [20]. Metaconcrete, i.e., concrete reinforced with mm-sized coated heavy inclusions, has been proposed to increase the blast mitigation capacity of concrete [21]. Coated heavy inclusions have also been analyzed for vibration isolation of building foundations [22].

2. Materials and methods

In this paper, we propose the use of metastructures to shield sensitive buildings from waves generated by an earthquake. The metastructures consist of arrays of cylindrical, locally resonant units, distributed in the soil surrounding the buildings (Fig. 1(a)). We choose cylindrically shaped resonators due to the widespread use of cylindrical structures in civil engineering (i.e., columns, pipes). This allows a direct translation of the proposed concept in engineering applications. In our proposed systems, the main attenuation of ground excitations arises primarily from the reflection of elastic energy due to the resonant modes of the suspended, rigid cylindrical structures. The metastructures discussed target the mitigation of waves close to the ground surface, however the approach could be extended to protect against bulk waves by placing similar resonating units below the buildings foundations. The resonant units in our proposed metastructures consist of an outer hollow cylinder (for example, a large steel tube, an aluminum hollow cylinder or a concrete pipe, of radius $r_c = 60$ cm with a thickness, $t = 3$ cm) containing a heavy steel mass (a bulk steel cylinder of radius $r_b = 22.5$ cm, length $L = 1.8$ m Young’s module $E_f = 210$ GPa, Poisson’s ratio $\nu_r = 0.3$ and density $\rho_r = 7850$ kg/m$^3$ with an overall mass of approximately 2000 kg) suspended between two polymeric springs or bearings (Fig. 1(b)). Variations in the mass of the resonators and/or the stiffness of the suspending springs allow varying the resonator’s characteristic eigenfrequency. This particular geometry was selected because it can be constructed with existing building materials and easily adapted to size constraints of different applications. For example, in a full-scale realization of the metastructures, different commercial rubber bearings could be used as soft springs, being already available in variable sizes and stiffness grades [23]. The equivalent spring stiffness $k_{RB}$ of a rubber bearing can be approximated by [23]

$$k_{RB} = \frac{A}{H}$$

where $G$ is the shear modulus of the rubber material, $A$ is the area and $H$ is the height of the bearing. The resonance frequency of the resonators can be tuned changing one or more of these three parameters. The resonant mode of interest is depicted in Fig. 1(c), and shows the vibration of the inner rod suspended by the two polymeric springs. Each resonator is envisioned to be buried underground close to or at the ground surface, around the buildings to be protected. In most configurations, the bending frequencies of the inner rod and the structural frequencies of the outer cylinder are much higher than the resonance of the inner mass suspended by the soft springs and play no significant role in the protection of the buildings. Each resonator can be modeled as an equivalent, two-dimensional (2-D), plain strain element in the frequency domain (see Fig. 1(d)). In
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such a 2-D model, a rigid mass (representing the inner rod) is surrounded by an effective continuum material (representing the soft springs), which yields in the same eigenfrequency $\omega_r$.

One drawback of resonant metamaterials is that band gaps arising from local resonances are confined to a very narrow frequency range, centered around the resonant frequency $\omega_\sigma$ [7]. This is in sharp contrast with the requirements in civil engineering application, where buildings must be protected from a rather broadband spectrum of a common earthquake. Several approaches have been proposed to widen the band gap of resonant metamaterials, ranging tuned damping [24] to geometries that enhance the effect of localized modes [25]. To attenuate waves in a broader frequency spectrum, we use arrays of resonators composed of units resonating at different frequencies. To achieve a better mode overlap, we space the resonance frequencies $\omega_1$ to $\omega_N$ logarithmically between 4 and 7 Hz.

Resonators with distributed resonant frequencies have been proposed earlier in optical [26,27] and acoustic systems [28], and are referred to as “rainbow traps” because they split propagating waves into a spatial spectrum. This principle can be exploited for earthquake excitations, such that every frequency component of the earthquake excites a different spatial region of the barrier, which enhances the barrier’s efficiency over a broad frequency region. The rainbow effect is achieved selecting different stiffness in the connecting soft springs.

To validate this concept numerically, we model the transmission of longitudinal and shear waves through an array of resonators (Fig. 2(a)) using the equivalent two-dimensional (2-D) model described in Fig. 1(d). We expect this model to be representative of the response of surface waves in a 3-D scenario. To tune the working frequency of each resonator and create the “rainbow trap” we fix the inner mass ($L$ and $r_r$) and adapt the effective Young’s modulus of the surrounding material ring. We obtain the formula for the effective Young’s modulus as a function of the desired eigenfrequency, with an analytical model (see Supplementary Materials in Appendix A):

$$E_{\text{eff}} = \frac{\omega^2 r^2 \rho L^2 (1 - R^2) + 9 (1 + R^2) \ln(R)}{12 \pi (1 + R^2)} ,$$

where $R = \frac{r_r}{r_c}$. Here, the density is taken to be $\rho_{\text{eff}} = 1225 \text{ kg/m}^3$, which is similar to the density of rubbery elastomers.

We first investigate the influence of the number of resonators on the wave attenuation. We position the resonators 0.9 m apart from each other, starting on the left
with the resonator with the highest resonance frequency (7 Hz), and arrange the remaining resonators in order, following a logarithmically decreasing resonant frequency (i.e., 7.00, 6.73, . . . , 4.16, 4.00 Hz for the case of 15 resonators). However, numerical simulations showed that changes in the resonators’ ordering and proximity did not affect the transmission spectrum. We model a system, which consists of a homogeneous soil inlet of length $L_1$, followed by the seismic barrier with length $L_B = 0.9$ m $\times N_{\text{res}}$ and a homogeneous soil outlet of length $L_2$ (Fig. 2(a)) in Comsol Multiphysics®. To compare results, the total length of the system, $L_T = L_1 + L_2 + L_B = 70$ m, is kept constant, while the length of the barrier (i.e., the number of resonators) changes. This means that for a smaller number of resonators $L_1$ and $L_2$ are increasing in the models. We excite shear or longitudinal waves by an oscillating boundary load $F_{TL}$ on the left side and measure the reaction force on the fixed end on the right side. We define the transmission function of the system $T$ as the ratio between the longitudinal or transversal excitation and the reaction force in $x$ and $y$, respectively:

$$T = \frac{F_{Rx}}{F_{LY}}$$

We apply periodic boundary conditions to the top and bottom of the domain to avoid boundary effects. Furthermore, we use a linear elastic Young’s modulus, $E_S = 20$ MPa, and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3 for the soil. The density is set to $\rho_s = 1300$ kg/m$^3$. To account for damping, we use an isotropic loss factor $\eta_S = 0.03$ for the soil and $\eta_r = 0.1$ for the soft effective material surrounding the resonator mass. In practice, the amount of damping in soil might be higher and frequency dependent [30]. The high damping value chosen for the resonator springs accounts for the fact that most rubber bearings are made of medium or highly dissipative rubber sheets.

3. Results and discussion

In Fig. 2(b,c) we display the results for the transmission of longitudinal and shear waves through homogeneous
soil ($L_B = 0$), and compare that to the transmission through barriers composed of 15 and 35 resonators. In the frequency region of interest, we observe a clear decrease in transmission of up to $-80$ dB for the longitudinal and $-150$ dB for the transversal excitation. The difference between shear and longitudinal attenuation can be explained by the generally higher damping of shear waves. We note that the attenuation effect extends over a slightly larger frequency range than expected. This can be explained by the rather high bandwidth of the resonances at high loss factors. To test how these structures would perform when excited with the signal of a real earthquake, we compare the transfer function obtained with a 35 resonator barrier and the signal transferred across pure soil ($T_{B} = T_{NRes} = 35$) when the acceleration spectrum of the Northridge earthquake from 1994 (recorded by the Beverly Hills station, 12 520 Mulhol, data can be downloaded from PEER Ground motion database [29]) is used as the excitation signal. Fig. 2(c) shows that the barrier would drastically minimize the acceleration in the dangerous frequency region and function as an efficient shielding mechanism.

We investigate the relation between the amplitude reduction and the total number of resonators, as a design guide for a possible earthquake barrier. In Fig. 2(e) we describe the averaged amplitude reduction in dB as a function of the number of resonators, between 4 and 7 Hz. The average amplitude reduction has been calculated by the following formula for the different number of total resonators:

$$R = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{n=1}^{m} T(n)_{NRes} = 5, \ldots, 40.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

In this case, $m$ is the number of discrete frequency steps that have been considered in our model between 4 and 7 Hz. It is important to mention that, in a 3-D scenario, the proposed barrier is expected to reflect surface waves, deflect incoming surface waves in the bulk and also partially store elastic energy. The role of gravity, bulk waves propagation and a more complex three-dimensional geometry of the resonators will be a subject of future studies.

To verify our design concept, we built a 1:30 scaled experimental setup, and tested metastructures with a variable number of resonators. To scale the size and properties of the resonators, we neglect gravity effects and follow the approach for a prototype material [31] (see Supplementary Materials in Appendix A). The design of the resonators for experiments (Fig. 3(a)) follows the scaling laws summarized in Table S1.

In the experiments, we fabricate 15 different resonators varying the design of the spring geometry to vary the resonant frequency, while the inner mass is kept constant. Each resonator in the metastructure consists of an outer aluminum tube, 80 mm long, 1 mm thick and with an external diameter of 22 mm, containing a resonant mass made of a cylindrical steel rod with diameter 15 mm and length
60 mm. The connecting springs (Fig. 3(a), highlighted in blue) have been designed using SolidWorks® and have been manufactured with an Objet 3D-printer using the polymeric material Vero Blue, which has a density of approximately 1200 kg/m³ and a Young’s modulus of 1.1 GPa, according to tensile tests carried out in our lab. The spring design consists of a circular base plate, which is connected to the mounting plate of the inner mass with thin beam-like elements. The thin beam elements are necessary to provide overall low effective spring stiffness for the mode of interest (see Fig. 1(c)). The base plate is inserted into the outer rigid hollow cylinder. The heavy inner mass is then connected to the mounting plate with a press fit. This also allows removing the cylindrical mass easily and replacing it with another made of a different material (e.g., aluminum instead of steel), to target different frequencies. The connecting spring stiffness is estimated analytically using a beam model, which also accounts for the elastic deformation of the base plate (see Supplementary Material in Appendix A). To adapt the resonance frequency, we vary the radius of the three connecting beams in the spring structure (see the blue region in Fig. 3(a)) between 0.9 and 1.2 mm. We note that the polymeric springs designed for the scaled down experiments are not expected to withstand dynamic loads equivalent to the one found in civil applications. However, in a full size design of the resonators, they could be replaced by commercially available construction rubber bearings with scaled stiffness.

To characterize each resonator independently, we measure their dynamic response in air, exciting each of them with a piezoelectric actuator on one side and measuring the displacement amplitude of the inner mass with a laser vibrometer (Polytec OFV-534). The normalized response of the 15 resonators fabricated is plotted in Fig. 3(b), where each curve shows the response of a single resonator. The different resonant peaks are plotted next to each other to underline the spreading and overlapping of resonant modes (as in the rainbow trapping effect). In our experiments, the resonant frequencies of the resonators range between 134 and 208 Hz, which represent a real-scale frequency range of 4.46–6.93 Hz.

To measure the collective effect of metastructures constructed with variable number of resonating units, we built a customized testing platform. The experimental setup consists of a glass-ceramic box, 60 cm in length, 22.5 cm wide and 21 cm deep, containing sand as a model material for soil (see Fig. 3(c)). Sand is assumed to be a non-dispersive material, in both the full-scale and small-scale scenarios, as the wavelengths considered are very large compared to the size of the sand particles [32–34]. We do not analyze specific size effects of sand that could influence the interaction between the soil and the resonators. However, we note that wetness and variable stiffness of the soil can affect the response of the metastructure. In our experiments, we monitor the humidity and compaction of the sand to obtain repeatable measurements. To scatter waves and minimize reflections at the box boundaries, we added larger stones and gravel to the sand at the boundaries of the box. We excite bulk waves on one side of the box, near the surface, using and electromagnetic shaker (TIRA, maximum force 200N) attached to a metal plate that can move on an elastic membrane. We measure the transmitted waves using an accelerometer (PCB 356A01), placed on the other side of the box, where we attached the same metal plate on an elastic membrane. The frequency of the excitation signal is swept between 100 and 260 Hz using a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Instruments), to minimize the influence of mechanical noise (Fig. 3(c)). We position the resonators in a single array within the box as shown in Fig. 3(c), and measure the signal transmitted through the sand box as a function of frequency and number of resonators.

We inserted resonators in order, from the lowest to the highest resonant frequency. We began testing first the response of the five resonators with lowest resonant frequencies (i.e., the resonators centered at 134, 138, 147, 153 and 158 Hz) and then repeated the measurements adding five other resonators with the next higher resonant frequencies (i.e., the resonators centered at 167, 173, 177, 183 and 187 Hz). We plot the transmission of the signal obtained with 5, 10 and 15 resonators, relative to the transmission through sand without resonators (Fig. 3(d)). The attenuation of the signal in the expected frequency range is clearly visible even when only five resonators are buried in the sand, and it increases with the number of resonators (reaching a maximum attenuation of −11.7 dB when all 15 resonators are inserted in the sand box). Interestingly, when the number of resonators in the metastructure is small (e.g., when testing only five resonators) we observe a small amplification of the signal, around 210 Hz. We attribute this phenomenon to in-phase coupling of the resonator with the surrounding soil. A similar effect was observed also in the numerical model for a low number of resonators. This undesired amplification could be minimized using a higher number of resonators as seen in Fig. 2(b). When the resonance frequencies of the resonators are more closely spaced, the in phase motion of one frequency is canceled by the out of phase motion of the next, reducing amplification. This effect results in a smoother transmission spectrum within the attenuation zone, where the effect of single resonances is no longer visible. Although the response of the scaled experiments matches the predicted attenuation frequency range, a quantitative comparison with our numerical model is not possible. This is because in the scaled experimental setup boundary reflections cannot be avoided and the coupling between the resonators and the soil is imperfect. In addition, even though the excitation was provided close to the surface of the sand, we could not monitor the surface displacement and, therefore, measure the energy propagating. The results obtained experimentally are not fully transferable to real earthquake scales, because our scaling approach (see Supplementary Materials in Appendix A) neglects gravitational effects and heterogeneities that may be present in real soil or rocks. Furthermore, we did not investigate the effects of materials aging and/or environmental conditions, which should be accounted for in the design of real-scale meta-structures.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we apply the concept of locally resonant metamaterials to attenuate low frequency waves, aiming
at the design of new civil infrastructures (i.e., metastructures) to protect sensitive buildings from earthquake excitations. We show that creating arrays of resonators with distributed resonance frequencies (using the concept of “rainbow traps” in a civil engineering context) can expand absorption to a broader frequency spectrum than other existing approaches. We validate our concept and modeling approach experimentally in a 1:30 scaled system. We propose a resonator geometry for full-scale applications that takes into account construction constraints and availability of conventional construction materials, using commercially available rubber bearings. The resonators proposed are very versatile and can in principle be tailored to a large range of target frequencies. The proposed shielding design could also be easily adapted to fracking and drilling applications. Future analysis should focus on the study of energy localization and dissipation on single and multimode resonators, on the role of gravitational effects, and on modeling three-dimensional wave fields.
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